LEXICON
SOUL, SOULICAL, SOULLESS:
• soul noun [5315 nephesh] [5590 pneuma] the psyche; the soul is the center of the emotional attributes; the soul of the flesh is in the blood; read Leviticus 17:11; the inhalation of breath brings oxygen to the blood, which brings life to the flesh; the soul sustains life, but is not life itself; Yah puffed (exsouled) into the nostrils of Adam; and Adam became a living soul; see puff; read Genesis 2:7; all living beings are souls; note: most versions render nephesh into more than forty different words, and pneuma into seven; only soul is correct; cp spirit.
soulical adjective [5591 psikho] emotional; cp spiritual.
soulless noun [895 apschus] without soul; figuratively, without emotion.

SPRIT, SPIRITS, SPIRITUAL, SPIRITUALS:
• Spirit, spirit, spirits name, noun [7307, 7308 ruwach] [4151 pneuma] the Hebrew and Arami word ruwach has the twofold meaning of spirit and wind; the Hellenic word pneuma has the single meaning of spirit; cp wind.
The Holy Spirit is that essence of triune Elohim who participated in the creation, and Who conceived the flesh body of Elohim, Yah Shua the Messiah; the Holy Spirit guides the spiritually unborn to the Messiah; read Yahn 3:1-8; the Holy Spirit guides the spiritually born into all truth; the Holy Spirit is the "another Paraclete" of the Messiahian; read Yahn 15:26, 16:7-11; the Holy Spirit endues Messianists with the spiritual gifts of energies, ministries, and charisma; read 1 Corinthians 12:1-11; the King James Version sometimes translates Holy Spirit as Holy Ghost; in Germanic languages, their word for spirit is rooted in our word for ghost; in Latin languages, their word for spirit is rooted in our word for spirit; in modern day English, ghost is a dead spirit; Yah Shua became flesh of the living Holy Spirit of Elohim, and thus we translate Holy Spirit throughout; we are well aware that many Spirit-filled Messianists prefer Holy Ghost – and this is by no means an effort to alter their personal convictions.
• the human spirit is the center of the mental attributes; the will, memory, thought, including, but not limited to wisdom, knowledge, prophecy; all Messianists are born of, and have the Holy Spirit; but not all Messianists are filled with the Holy Spirit; Messianists may also have in Spirit experiences; read Apocalypse 4:2.
demon spirits are evil spirits which may possess and control the spiritually unborn, and attack the Messiahian.
• spiritual adjective [4152 pneumatikos] that mental attribute which is beyond that of the physical, or soulual.
• spiritually adverb [4153 pneumatikos] in a spiritual manner.
• spirituals noun [4152 pneumatikos] the spirituals bestowed upon humanity are often referred to as spiritual gifts; they are, more accurately, spirituals which the Holy Spirit endues as He wills upon them. He wills them in nine of the spirituals as presented in 1 Corinthians 12:1-11.
(1) word of wisdom nouns [3056 logos] [4678 sophia] the spiritual of the promise of the ability to decide well.
(2) word of knowledge nouns [3056 logos] [1108 gnosis] the spiritual of the promise of the awareness of facts not necessarily gained through experiences of self or others.
• trust noun [4102 pistis] note: trust is a more accurate translation than the usual words, belief and faith; whereas belief and faith imply a directing of the mind, trust implies a total reliance of the being; the Hebrew word for trust is rooted in the word, amen; see amen.
• charismata of healings plural nouns [5486 charisma] [2386 inner strength] the spiritual of having the abilities of healings of various ailments.
• energizing transliterated verb dynamics transliterated noun [1755 energetek] [1411 dunamis] the spiritual of energizing the ability; of having the energy and the ability.
• word of prophecy nouns [3056 logos] [4394 prophesia] the spiritual of the promise of the ability to foretell; foretell is not to be confused with tell forth; read 1 Corinthians 12:10 with 2 Petros 1:19-21.
(7) discernments of spirits plural nouns [1253 diakriasis] [4151 pneuma] the spiritual ability to discern other species or qualities of spirits; to test the spirits, whether they be of Elohim.
• genos of tongues adjective/noun [1085 genos] [1100 genos] the genetic ability of the ability of tongues other than those acquired through experience; including foreign and spiritual tongues.
(9) translation of tongues nouns [2058 hermeine] [1100 glosa] the ability to hear a tongue or language other than than learned by human experience, and rendering its meaning; note: dreams are interpreted; tongues are translated.

TABERNACLE, TEMPLE, TENT:
• tabernacle noun [4907, 4980 mishkan] [7933 shekan] [4633 sheken] [4636 skenos] [4638 skenon] the structure surrounding the holies (6944 qodesh) [39 hagion] which is the priestly precinct [2411 hieron]; and the holy of holies (6944 qodesh) [39 hagion] which is the nave [3485 naos]; the holies/priestly precinct, the outer court of the tabernacle, is the place of doctrinating where Yah Shua doctrinated; although Yah Shua referred to the holy of holies/nave, He did not enter the holy of holies/nave until after he split the veil; tabernacle is also the housing of the human body; and the human body is also the nave of the Holy Spirit; cp manse; see holies, holy of holies, priestly precinct, nave; note: the exeGeses parallel BIBLE accurately distinguishes between tent, and tabernacle.
• tabernacle (over) upon verb [7931 shakan] [7932 shekan] [1981 episkenno] [4637 skeno] to abide in a tabernacle; to abide over, upon.
• tabernaclemaker noun [4635 skenopoios] a maker of tabernacles; note: it is quite possible that Paulos manufactured tabernacles in which to congregate; there is no evidence that Paulos was a tentmaker.
• tabernacler (fellow) (nearby) adjective [7934 shaken] a fellow who tabernacles nearby; a neighbour.
• tabernaclestaking verb [4634 skenopeegn] the setting up of the tabernacle; see Sukkoth/Brush arbor.
• temple noun, in the Authorized King James and most other versions, are mistranslations; temple, as a place of worship, is unknown in Scripture; for [1964, 1965 heyal] see manse: for [2411 hieron] see priestal precinct: for [3485 naos] see nave.
• tent noun [168 ohel] a portable lodging; a portable covering of cloth and/or skins; tent is designated as the abode of the Yisa Eli; and tent is also designated as the covering of the tabernacles; note: the exeGeses parallel BIBLE accurately distinguishes between tent and tabernacle.
tent verb [167 halah] to abide in a tent.

TRUST, ENTRUST, TRUSTLESS, TRUSTWORTHY:
• trust (little) noun [3640 oligopistos] literally, puny truster.
• trust, amen, amenable transliterated verb [539 aman] to confirm; to confide it.
• trust, entrust verb [539 aman] [540 aman] [4100 pistoo] [4104 pistoo] see amen; to confidently rely upon; note: whereas believing is a psyching up of the mental attributes, trust is the abandonment of self into the care of another.
• trustworthiness noun [529 emoun] [2622 chauchath] [4102 pistis] see amen; the trust, the ability of total reliance in another; note: whereas faith is a psyching up of the mental attribute, trust is the abandonment of self into the care of another; note: the exeGeses parallel BIBLE indicates whenever trust is preceded by the article, as in "the trust.
• trustless adjective, noun [571 apistos] without trust.
• trustlessness noun [570 apistia] to not trust.
• trustlessness, distrust noun [543 apeithia] obstatine and rebellious.
• trustworthy, trustworthiness, trustworthy, trusting adjective, adverb [530 emounah] [4101 pistos] [4103 pistos].

YAH HUDAH, YAH HUDIY, YAH HUDIM:
In Strong's Concordance, Old Covenant, between [3050 Yah] and [3068 Yah Yeh] are most of the words that pertain to the people of Yah Veh who are called by His name (2 Chronicles 7:4). There is a difference of vowel points between the words referring to Yah, and the words referring to Yahudah. However, these vowel points were not added until the seventh century A.D. in the masoretic text – long after the Hebrews decided that it was not proper to refer to Yah Veh by His name – even though Yah Veh had so commanded; read Genesis 29:24, Exodus 3:15, 2 Chronicles 7:14, Psalms 68:4, verses. Yesha Yeh 12:3, 42:8, 52:6, Yimme Yah 33:2, Ephesians 3:15, Apocalypse 14:1.
Yah Hudah, Yah Hudaim, Yah Hudiy; transliterated names a place 3055 yeush) the land, the people 3061 yeush) [the peoples 3062 yeushan] [the scion 3063 yeushah] a people, a person 3064, 3065 yeush) [a land 2448, 2449 huda] a
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people, a person 2453 ioudaios] [a people, a person, a scion 2455 ioudios] Celebrated of Yah.

Yah Hudaic, Yah Hudaically transliterated name [3066 yehudith] [2451, 2452 ioudaios] the Yah Hudaic tongue; as a Yah Hudy.

Yah Hudiism noun [2454 ioudaismos] the Yah Hudaic religion, and usages.

Yah Hudaize participle [3054 yahad] [2450 ioudaioz] to cause to be Yah Hudaic.

YAH, YAH SHUA, YAH VEH, and compound names:

Yahtransliterated name [3050 yah] name of Deity in basic form: Eternal Existence One; see following for compound forms.

Yah Shuatransliterated name [3091 yehoshua] [3442, 3443 yeshuwa] [2424 ieuous] Yah Saves; the name of Mosheh's successor, the name of our Adonay Messiah, and the name of other persons.

Yah Veh transliterated name [3068, 3069 yehovah] Eternal Existence One.

Yah Veh Nissistransliterated name [3071 yehovahnissi] Yah Veh Ensign.

Yah Veh Raath transliterated name [3068 yehovah] (7462 raah) Yah Veh Tends; see Psalm 23:1.

Yah Veh Raphahranslated name [3068 yehovah] [7495 raphah] Yah Veh Healer.

Yah Veh Saboathransliterated name [3068 yehovah] [6635 tsabaah plural saboath] [3841 pantokrator] Yah Veh of Hosts; see Sabaoth.

Yah Veh Sadakahtransliterated name [3068 yehovah] [6666 sadakah] Yah Veh of Justness.

Yah Veh Shalomtransliterated name [3073 yehovahshalom] Yah Veh Shalom; see complete.

Yah Veh Shamtransliterated name [3068 yehovah] (8033 sham) Yah Veh's Presence; see Yechezq El 48:35.

Yah Veh Sidgenuitransliterated name [3072 yehovahsidigenuw] a combined form of (3068 yehovah) and (6664 teved) Yah Veh of Justness.

Yah Veh Yirehtransliterated name [3070 yehovahyireh] Yah Veh Sees.

DEFINITIONS:

A and 2 title [1 alpha] [5598 omega] the first and final letters of the Hellenic alphabet; a title that Adonay Yah Shua ascribes to Himself.

ab, abba, father transliterated noun [1 ab] [2 ab] [5 abba] [362 patr] ab is Hebrew for father; abba is a Hellenic transliteration; pater is the Hellenic translation.

Abaddontransliterated name, noun [10 ab addon] (11 addon) Destroyer; destruction; cp Apollyon.

abandonadjective [2310 chadel] destitute.

abandon, allow, leave, let, set verb [3240 yanch] [5203 natah] abandon; to allow to be; to allow to be set.

abandon, cease, cease, desist verb [2308 chodal] to be lacking; to stop.

abandon, release verb [8281 sharah] to free.

abase, abate, belittle, slight, slight, trifelverb [6819 tsar] [6905 qat] [7034 qalah] [7043 qalal] [2274 heetaoama] to belittle in contempt; to make light of; to lessen.

abase, lower verb [8213 shaphel] [8214 shephal] to humiliate.

abasement, abasing noun [7022 qiyaqalwan] [7036 qalwan] [7045 gelalah] an intense disgrace.

abate, abase, belittle, slight, slight, trifelverb [6819 tsar] [6905 qat] [7034 qalah] [7043 qalal] [2274 heetaoama] to belittle in contempt; to make light of; to lessen.

abate, lack verb [2637 chacer] to lack, to lessen; spoken of the prophecy of the Messiah having become flesh; read Psalm 8:5.

Abde Ethan transliterated name [5655 abdeel] Serving El.

Abdi El transliterated name [5661 abdiel] Servant of El.

Abel transliterated name [59 abel] Meadow.

Abel transliterated name [1893 hebel] [6 abel] son of Adam.


Abel Hash Shittim transliterated name [63 abelhashshittim] Meadow of the Shittim; see Shittim.

Abel Keramimtransliterated name [64 Abelkeraim] Meadow of the Vineyards.

Abel Maimtransliterated name [66 abelmaim] Meadow of the Waters.


Abel Misrayimtransliterated name [67 abelmisrayim] Meadow of Misrayim; see Misrayim.

abhor verb [6973 qits] in the sense of cutting off from.

abhor, abhorrent verb [8581 taal] to shrink from with horror; to loathe.

abhorrence noun [8441 toebah] an extreme loathing, especially to idolatry.

Abi transliterated name [21 abi] Father.

Abi Albon transliterated name [45 abialbon] Father Valiant.

Abi Asaphtransliterated name [23 abiasaph] [43 ebiasaph] Father Gatherer.

Abi Atharthtransliterated name [54 ebibath] [8 abiathar] Father of the Remains.

Abi Dantransliterated name [27 abidan] Father Judge.

Abi Eltransliterated name [22 abiel] Father El.

Abi Ezertransliterated name [44 abiezer] Father of Help.

Abi Gailtransliterated name [26 abigail] Father of Joy.

Abi Gidontransliterated name [25 abighon] Father of Gideon (Hill).

Abi Ha Ezritransliterated name [33 abiahezeri] Father of Help; cp Abi Ezer.

Abi Hailtransliterated name [32 abiahai] Father of Valour.


Abi Hudtransliterated name [31 abihu] [10 abioud] Father of Majesty.

Abi Maeltransliterated name [39 abimael] Father Mael; meaning of Mael uncertain.

Abi Melechtransliterated name [40 abimelech] Father Sovereign.

Abi Nadabtransliterated name [41 abinadan] Father Volunteer.

Abi Nertransliterated name [74 abiner] Father Lamp.

Abi Noamtransliterated name [42 abinam] Father of Pleasantness.

Abi Ramtransliterated name [48 abiram] Father Lofty.

Abi Shagtransliterated name [49 abishag] Father of Error.

Abi Shaitransliterated name [52 abisha] Father of Presents.

Abi Shalomtransliterated name [53 abishalom] Father of Shalom; see shalom.

Abi Shuatransliterated name [50 abishua] Father of Opulence.

Abi Shurtransliterated name [51 abishur] Father of the Wall.

Abi Taltransliterated name [37 abital] Father of Dew.

Abi Tubtransliterated name [36 abitub] Father of Goodness.

Abi Yahtransliterated name [29 abiyyah] [7 abia] Father Yah.

Abi Yamtransliterated name [36 abiyam] Father of the Sea.

AbiynFigureUntransliterated name, unripe adjective [3, 4 eb] [24 abib] an unripe or tender produce; a month of the Hebrew calendar; also a syllable in the name of the city, Tel Abib.

abide verb [1265 diameno] [1696 emmeno] [1961 epimenon] [2650 katamenon] [3306 meno] [3887 parameno] [4357 prosmeno] [5278 hupomeno] the root, meno, with its various prefixes, carries various connotations; from remaining in a place, to having a oneship with Adonay Yah Shua; read Yahn 15.

AblineFigureUntransliterated name [9 ablino] possibly, Of Abel.

able, can, enable, prevail verb [3201 yakol] [3202 yekal] [3546 kehal] [1410 dumai] [2427 hikanoo] the dynamics to do; see dynamics.

abode noun [3438 mone] a staying, residence; the noun of abide; only in Yahn 14:2, 23.

abominable adjective [947 bdelukos] stinky; loathsome; idolatrous.

abominate verb [8262 shaqats] [948 bdelussomai] to stink; to loathe.

abomination noun [8251 shqguts] [8263 sheqets] [946 bdelugma] a stink; a loathing; especially in the nostrils of Elohim; usually refers to idols.

abort, bereave, bereft verb [7921 shakol] to miscarry or suffer abortion; to deprive of; to be deprived of.

abound by the myriads verb [7231 rabah] to increase innumerably; see myriad.

abound verb [6280 athar] to increase; to be abundant.

abound, greaten verb [7235 rabah] [7236 rebah] to increase; to be greatlyen, in any dimension.

above, up, upperadverb [507 anol] upward; the top.

above, upper, uppermost adjective [509 another] [510